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¡GRACIAS!
My boots are dirty, my hands have two different wounds, and
I currently smell like fresh cilantro. And it's all thanks to you!
Yes, in order to cover our expenses and pay our employees,
our family could not take a salary from the non-profit for 6
months this year... and then the hurricane came and flooded
our whole campus... so yes, in 2022 we felt like quitting.

But here we are! Expanding dramatically, feeding even more
people, and ready to serve our community in 2023 (with a
smile on our faces and hope-filled hearts). 

We are truly grateful for your love and support.
Now, it's time to harvest. 

Hugs from the farm,

Carlos 
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SOCIAL KITCHEN

HURRICANE RELIEF

17,085 meals served in 2022 
+ 4,700 after hurricane Fiona. 

85 major appliances delivered
and 12 homes restored. 

SOLAR PANELS 
Our kitchen, store, and farm 
 are now fully solar powered.

VOLUNTEERS
200+ volunteers served with us
at The Happy Campus.

NEW JOBS 
6 new employees began work
this year at the non-profit.

COMMUNITY FARM
More than 300 seeds, roots,
and trees planted. 

MEDIA REACH
19 interviews and highlights in
local and national news.

EXTRA SUPPORT
300+ bags of toiletries, canned
goods & medicine delivered. 



LA COCINA SOCIAL
49.7% of the elderly population in Vega Alta and Vega Baja live below
the poverty line. It's why we exist. Our Social Kitchen provides healthy
meals to the elderly population (60 years or older) residing in public
housing and local barrios. It's the first step of our dignity list: meals,
medicine, safety, friendship, and support. 

Our Social Kitchen is run by elderly Puerto Ricans who cooks on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays each week. We're currently serving
101 families (between 144 to 150 lunches a day) with 40+ families to be
added early 2023. 

Our menu is certified by a nutritionist in order to contribute to the
physical and emotional well-being of each family. The promotion of
good eating habits is an excellent instrument for preventing diseases
and improving the health of the population while enjoying delicious
meals delivered directly to their homes.

SOLAR PANELS 
Sunlight is our inheritance. And now that we have solar panels, we
have reliable power, we can be an oasis of electricity for our
community, keep our food and medicines safe, and we are saving so
much money!

P R O J E C T S  /  P R O G R E S S



COMMUNITY FARM
Our Community Farm is blooming! Unfortunately, eating healthy is
expensive in Puerto Rico (extra import tax and unfair regulations).
We're excited to have more than 300 seeds, roots, and fruit tress
already planted and hundreds more to come. Our farm team is
growing, we are fully solar powered, and we have our own water well.
The harvest of sweet potatoes begins in February, with a bunch of
extra plantains, root vegetables, limes, and passion fruits coming in
the spring. This will allow us to save money on food, while feeding our
families with higher quality produce. 

KOKO HOUSE 
We have been busy renovating the guest house that was donated to
us in 2021. The house has become a place to host volunteers and
visiting teams (which we love). We also have it listed on Airbnb to
create revenue for the NPO and have created a safe space for anyone
in the community who needs it during times of crises.

THEHAPPYGIVERS.COM
Major adjustments happened at our store in order to be able to
manage the supply issues of the last 3 years. Thankfully, we persisted,
we keep printing, and we now work with local, well-know artists as
their apparel supplier. 



HURRICANE FIONA RELIEF
Our campus was completely flooded this year! What began as a
tropical storm warning became Hurricane Fiona, which made landfall
in Puerto Rico on September 18, 2022. With a flooded campus, no water
and no electricity, our team immediately began working with the most
vulnerable and their families. We distributed about 4,700 meals all
around P.R. In addition, we were able to provide household appliances
such as: washing machines, refrigerators, dining sets, mattresses,
essential goods, generators, clothes, shoes, adult diapers, under-pads,
water, canned food, milk, bedding, towels, among others. We helped in
the restoration of homes with cleaning and humanitarian aid. Grateful
to all the people, volunteers and entities that donated to us and made
it possible.

CASA DE PAZ
For almost 4 years now, we have been working alongside the
wonderful people of Oikos in Peru to fund: Casa de Paz Children's
Home. It has been a beautiful partnership that has gone through
necessary re-alignments. Changes in the mission and our financial
situation in the summer made it impossible to continue. So together
with our team and our board, we decided that we needed to end our
partnership. We will continue to send financial support to Oikos as it
comes in for them in our platform.





Finance Report | Total Revenue: $ 1,342,159
 

 TheHappyGivers.com | Our Store: $740,502
 Online Donations | Pure Charity & HappyNPO.com: $359,965.50
 Local Fundraising | Food Bank : $50,000
 Social Enterprises: Sod Farm, Visiting Teams, AirB&B: $57,900
 RallyUp Campaigns | Raffle & Sweepstakes : $57,236
 Benevity | International Donations: $19,661.52
 Direct Donations (churches, private foundations, corporations, others) $76,895
 Shopify Capital Loan: $41,000

TheHappyGivers.com
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HappyNPO.com
17%

Pure Charity Donations
9%

Social Enterprises
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RallyUp Campaigns
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Finance Report | Total Expenses: $1,294,516
 

Salaries
35.8%

Online Store
21%

Social Kitchen
9.3%

Campus & Shelter
8.1%

Media
6.6%

Relief Work
6.6%

Community Farm
4%

Solar Panels
3.6%

 Employees and Local Contracts: $419,550
 Social Kitchen | Food, equipment, delivery: $108,925
 Shopify Loan Repayment: $28,803.81
 Homes Reconstruction | Relief: $77,236
 Solar Panels: $42,225
 Online Store | Inventory, Fees & Equipment: $285,997

Community Farm | Plants, Maintenance, Equipment: $47,340
Media and Marketing | Ads, Social Media, Comms: $77,500
Campus & Shelter | Remodel, Mortgage, Utilities: $95,250
Casa de Paz | Children's Home: $29,800
Hosting Teams: $27,990
Administration, Accounting, Insurance: $53,900



OUR FAILURES
In a year of major loss for our community, we found ourselves trying to do too
much. Again. Puerto Rico has struggled because of natural disasters and man-
made ones. Inflation, our colonial status, and the consequences of climate change
have put a real strain in Puerto Rican economy and in our ability to gather funds
as NPO. We were very close to closing down in the summer. Sales and donations
were not enough for the need. Then, Hurricane Fiona proved (once again) that the
systemic issues in our community are enormous... and they demand our focus. 

We also had to make major re-adjustments in our store and the load we were
carrying there. We love working towards self-sufficiency but that also means
running the social enterprise properly. Got a lot more work to do here in Puerto
Rico, but this season of loss helped us (forced us) to focus which resulted in
shaving off some expenses (both in the store and other areas of our international
work).

We also failed in communicating better with our different team members around
the world and keeping everyone (yourself included) in the loop. 

Our failure was overextending our capacity, trying to be more than we are, and
not trusting our local communities to lead us and teach us. 

More humility in 2023.
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HOST MORE TEAMS
From January to July we have 200+
volunteers already confirmed to join us. We
will rebuild homes, cook, farm a bunch etc. 

200+ FAMILIES
Feed them healthy meals, 3 times a week,
while increasing our social work with each
family served. Doctors, therapists, etc.

COOK 30% OF WHAT WE FARM 
Our goal for The Community Farm is to feed
our families the produce harvested here. A
bunch of fruit and veggies are on their way. 

EXPAND OUR TRAINING MODELS
More and more we are hosting classes,
coaching local entrepreneurs, and helping
local people be successful locally. A true joy.

Donate today at
HappyNPO.com

Your donation is tax deductible,
and will be used to empower our
team, feed our community,
expand our farm, and serve the
most vulnerable among us. 



O U R
T E A M

We are passionate and intentional
about hiring local people in Puerto
Rico to create more jobs here, while
supporting our economy now.

There are currently 15 people from
our local community working at the
campus as well as 4 internationals.
Plus, 40% of our staff is 60+ 

And don't forget, Happy Jr. our
faithful, gorgeous, and lovely dog. 



F U N  F A C T S  A B O U T  U S  

Our Chef is 73

But she looks 34 (and has the energy of a 19 year old). Her name is Carmen. She is a non-stop cooking
machine, but more than that, she LOVES to teach. She is helping us run cooking classes for our
community - because Carmen is so good at it, and because we have met so many people who have
started restuarants and bakeries because of her support. We're so fortunate to have her.

We Got A Dog, A Cat, And We Are About To Buy Some Chickens 

Our dog's name is Happy Jr (yes, there was a Happy Sr. but that's a sad story). Recently, we rescued a kitten
and one of the kids called him Mofi. We are currently building a coop for hens. And who knows, we might
end up with a horse and some ducks for the 2023 annual report. 

It's Like "The Office" 

You know the show? Yeah, we got too many people, which means too many birthdays, which means that
at least once a month, we gotta celebrate a birthday. Also, Puerto Rico has the longest Christmas in the
world! Which means more parties. Are we complaining? Not even a little bit.

It's also kinda like The U.N.

We LOVE hiring from our local community.  But we also LOVE being an international operation! The vice
president of the board is from Japan (Hi Yuki). Carlos and Catherine have England, Puerto Rico and
Ethiopia in the family. We have a Colombian cook, an American coordinator, and an Italian / he's really
Irish-German / in the farm. And that's without the hundreds of volunteers that visit us from all around the
world. At our table, everyone is welcomed! 



A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

PRxPR
Wendell Foundation
Ecclesia, Houston
CAC, New Mexico
Banco De Alimentos
La Iglesia Del Centro-
-en Arecibo
Oikos Ministries 
SC Johnson
Chick-Fill-A
Econo
Haley Page
Ruby Rwayitare
Jeff Schmitz
Junior Secco
Ben Stiling
Luke Stokes
Melissa Torres

Kyle and Juliet 
Daniel Walker
Mary Wotanis
Mayor Marcos Ruiz
Mayor Maria Vega
Carlos Rodríguez-Ortiz
Cultura Profética
Hunger Corp
Josh Vigh
Pamela Wagner
Toyota, PR
Kat Wilcox
Abdel Valenzuela
Susan Jenson

+ Our wonderful team

Jeremy Douglass
Landry Fields
Wayne Foco
Brett Foster
Sara Gallegos
Alexis Gillen
Jennifer Grabianski
Adam Halford
Jamie Hendricks
Carolyn OConnor
Richard Hoyer
Ramon Huertas
Bjorn Johnson
Maureen Johnson
Kirk Johnson
Sharon Koenig
Dennis Lee
Robert Leo

Joshua Longanecker
Nick McBride
Tom McGarry
Alicia Minana
Jonathon Murillo 
Joel Nebauer
Karen Ognibene
Charles Olaleye
Michael Pagan
Shaylin Arseneaux
Matthew Bailer
Debra Balderas
Andy Blanks
Marcia Buhman
Teri Carden
Kris Carothers
Elizabeth Cronlund
Stacie Donaldson

https://ecclesiahouston.org/
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